
What is the biggest challenge for contractors to recovering entitlement in Qatar? What can be done to fix that?

Unfair treatment by EmployersUnclear contract documents Incomplete designs resulting in numerous events which become difficult to manage

Contractor Prolongation cost

Scope of works poorly defined.Effective risk management - consideration of who is best able to identify and manage the delivery risks (design construction)

Disruption claims. How to determine?

Fair treatment by Employer

Naivity of contractors, the arrogance and aggression of the employer, the bias and/or fear and/or lack of power of the employer's consultants.

Final EOT claims given to contractor should be justified by client on what basis how it was analysed

Call for industry transformation towards Integrated Project Delivery System

Following the clients’ verbal instructions to speed up the works, without getting a written instruction

Unfair contract conditions

It’s the volume of change and the original allowable project staffing team matched with extremely difficult time barring mechanisms that creates disputes

Contract should have more clauses regarding delay analysis and more vocal on the subject

The clients employees by itself  is not well-versed with contract, not to say Administration!

Contractors Not clearly identifying the scope and their obligactions under the contract

Timely decisions with responsibility fixed. Plus authority levels on client side

Providing Substantiations

Changing in scope of work, schedule and project budget have a deep effect in the progress and final deliverables

Pooe quality submissions, failure to retain sufficient contemporary documents, heavy reliance on Global Claims, heavy reliance on deals/settlements.

No proper contemporary records maintain during course of construction.

Poor record keeping. Contractor cannot prove entitlement without proper substantiation.

Basically the clear pool proof baseline and follow it religiously.  The moment change all stakeholders can easily understand the impact.  Also the clarity doc.

Lack of proper documentation and substantiation to support the entiltement and wrong interpretation of contract terms.

sometimes it is basically due to poor drafted contracts which does not have mechanism to adress the issue of any variation knowing that change is inevitable

Contractors getting greedy and loose focus on completion of project.

Delay, Disruption and prolongation cost. From the traditional contracts point of view, the solution can be Reducing the ill defined scope and incomplete design.

Design changes and contractors are failure to access risk.

Too much involvement of stakeholders after the award of Contract

Understanding project risks, correctly defining and submitmting a robust price for the project.

Also not timely approach and decision and the appropriate records which shows the fact if not assumption.?

Rely more on a digital handshake between parties for requirements and rely on computers to do the heavy lifting to check and approve disputes.

Systems engineering can be used to gradually develop the scope.

Fix responsibility of Engineer for timel
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